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Focus on semi-qualified CAs also
I have been an avid reader of the ICAI journal over the

years and I am happy to see the journal undergoing a

gradual facelift – both in terms of quality of the content

and overall presentation.

However, one thing that is missing in the journal is

a section exclusively focusing on Chartered

Accountancy students or at least ‘semi-qualified’

Chartered Accountants, who for some or the other rea-

sons, have not been able to clear the final examination

and need special guidance regarding the options avail-

able to them for career growth.

-Shri Krishna Agarwal

Member, Hardoi (UP)

Publish more circulars 
The layout and the way of presentation of articles in our

journal are very impressive at present. I congratulate all

those responsible for the same.

I would also like to make a request that all the noti-

fications/circulars of Income Tax, Service Tax,

Companies Act and other allied acts should be pub-

lished in our journal instead of only the important ones.

If it is not possible in the journal, the Regional Councils

should take care of that in their respective newsletters.

— H. Natarajan

Member, Coimbatore

Breath of fresh air!
We CAs traditionally give more weightage to content

than form. But the importance of presentation cannot be

ignored. I am glad that the Editorial Board has given

attention to this aspect and we have a new-look journal,

which is like a breath of fresh air. Having said that, I

would request that more practical articles pertaining

to day-to-day issues of professionals and technology

should be given precedence over mundane theoretical

articles. This would immensely benefit the members

and increase the readership manifold.

Further, please refer page  of my article

“Digital Signature gets popular’ in the October 04

issue. In the figure illustrating the process of Use of

Digital Signature, the step “Pay fee to CA for Digital

Certificate” may be ignored. This step is only for

obtaining Digital Signature.

— Rajeev Khandelwal

(Member)

Letters To The Editor

Thank You ICAI, but we want more
I thank ICAI for publishing a range of informative

articles and appreciate the continuing improvement

in their quality. But a lot more areas are still to be

focused upon. I passed CA Final Examination in July

2003 and started my own practice in January 2004. I

have benefited a lot from the article titled ‘E-

Accounting Brings Global Opportunities’ in July

2004 issue of the journal. 

But I request the Institute to guide the mem-

bers, especially the new ones, on how to tap huge

opportunities in the BPO sector, which is constantly

getting bigger and bigger.

Guidance on proper way to approach the

firms (overseas/India) would be of immense help to

the newly qualified members.

— Niraj Nimje

(Member, Nagpur)

Write to the Editor
‘Information is Power’ and our ever-evolving pro-

fession needs more and more of that today than

ever before. Do you have any relevant points to

make, experiences to share, and views to spread

among the CA fraternity?  If yes, email us at 

ebsecretariat@icai.org / nadeem@icai.orgor write to:

The Journal Section,

ICAI, PO Box 7100, New Delhi 

— Editor

Corrigendum 

This is for the information of readers that the article titled

“E-filing: Hi-tech yet easy”,  published in our September

issue was also co-authored by N Chandrasekaran,

President & CEO of ESIX Technologies, and R

Sumanthra, also.


